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HIGHER ORDER ESTIMATES AND SMOOTHNESS

OF NONLINEAR WAVE EQUATIONS

MICHAEL C. REED

ABSTRACT.    A completely elementary proof is given for Segal's non-

linear semigroup theorem.

The purpose of this paper is to give a completely elementary proof of an

important theorem of Irving Segal [6].' Segal's results give conditions on the

nonlinear terms in wave equations so that unique local, global, and smooth

solutions exist and these techniques have found wide and important applica-

tions in the study of nonlinear equations; for examples,  see the work of Strauss

[7] or Chadam [l], [2].  The theorems which we prove are not exactly those of

Segal and the differences are discussed at the end of the paper. We restrict

our exposition to the Hubert space case since, due to the discontinuity of the

free wave group on the  L^  energy spaces [4], this is the case which arises

in applications.

Let A   be a selfadjoint operator with domain D(A)  on a Hilbert space K

and let /  be a densely defined mapping on H.   The problem is to give condi-

tions on /  that guarantee the existence, uniqueness, and smoothness of a

solution to the Cauchy problem

(1) (p'it) = - iAcp(t) + ](<p(t)),       0(0) = 0O.

Theorem 1 (Local existence, uniqueness, smoothness). Let A be a self-

adjoint operator on a Hilbert space H and N a positive integer. Suppose that

J is a densely defined mapping on H so that J : D(A}) —* D(A'), for 0 <j<N,

and:

(H.) \\A>jicp)\\<Ci\\<p\\, •••, ||A^||)||A^||,

(uf) WA'(jicp) - /(<A))|| < c(U\\, M\\, • • •, ||a>0||, IIAVIDMV - aVII
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for j = 0, 1, • • • , N and all <p, if/ £ D(AN),  where each constant C  is a mono-

tone increasing function of the norms indicated.  Then, given </5n £ D(A   ),  there is

a  T > 0 and a unique D(A   )-valued function on [0, T) which satisfies (1).

For each set of the form \cf>\ ||A7a!>|| < a., / = 0, • • • , N\,   T can be chosen uni-

formly for all <f>0  in the set.

Proof.  We will give the proof in the case N = 1. The proof of the gen-

eral case is the same but the notation is more cumbersome (see the remark at

the end of the proof).

Since A  is a closed operator, D(A)  is a Banach space under the graph

norm   ||?!>||j = \\<p\\ + ||À</>||.  For each  T > 0, let XT denote the set of contin-

uous  D(A)-valued functions  </>(•)  on [0, T) so that

||<M-)||r=        SUp       ||<p|| ^oo.
te[0,T)

Xj with the norm || • fl -r- is a Banach space. Choose some fixed e > 0.  Let

(p0 e D(A) be given and let XT ( ^    consist of those <p( • ) in Xj. with </>(0)

» </>q and \\<p( • ) - exp(-iAt)cf>0\\T < e.  We will show that the map

(2) (S<p)(t) = exp(-z'Az)c7J    +  p exp(-zA(z - s))j(cf>(s)) ds
J 0

is a contraction on Xj- e ¿,     if  T is small enough.  We denote by C    any of

the constants in the hypotheses with arguments  ||0O|| +e and  ||Aç50|| + e.

Suppose that ef>( • ) £ XT ( ±   ;  then

||exp(- iA(t - (s + h)))j(cp(s + h)) - exp(z'A(z - s))j(cp(s))\\

< \\j(cp(s + h)) - /(<p(s))|| + ||(exp(MÄ) - I)ji<f>is))\\

< C(\\<p(s +h)- <p(s)\\ + ||(exp(-iA*) - /)/(<7>(s))||

so exp(—iA(t — s))j(<p(s))  is a continuous K-valued function of s.   A similar

proof shows that A exp(— iA(t — s))j(ep(s)) is also continuous.  Therefore,

s H» exp(-¿A(z - s))j(cp(s)) is a continuous D(A)-valued function, so

7?(z) = j'Q exp(-¿A(z - s))j(cp(s))ds

can be defined using the Riemann integral.  Thus r¡(t) £ D(A)  and

(3) A f'o exp (- iA(t - s))](cp(s)) ds = f'Q exp (- iA(t - s))Aj(cf>(s)) ds

since A  is a bounded linear map from D(A) to K and thus commutes with

integration.
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Further,

\\Arj(t + h) - Ar)(t)\\ <     P+* exp(-zA(z - s))exp(-iAh)Aj(cp(s))ds

+    p(exp(-/7>A) - /)exp(zA(z - s))Aj(<p(s)) ds

< hCe\\<p\\T + f'o \\(exp(-ihA) - l)Aj(cp(s))\\ ds.

The integrand in the second term converges to zero as h —• 0 for each  s

and by the hypotheses on /,  the integrand is uniformly bounded.  Thus, by

the dominated convergence theorem, the right-hand side converges to zero as

h —> 0,   so Arj(t)  is continuous; similarly,  r¡(t)  is continuous.   Further, exact-

ly the same kind of estimates as above show that for any  <£(•), iff(') £ Xj.,  j,

we have

\\(S<p)(t) - exp(- iAt)<f>01| <C(T     sup     ||<p(z)||,
ie[o,T)

II A(S<p)(t) -A exp (-iAt)cp0\\ <C(T     sup     ||A0(z)||,
te[0,T)

||(S0)(i) - iSifr)(t)\\ < CJ      sup     \\<p(t) - iMz)||,
te[0,T)

\\A[(Scp)(t) - (Sif,)(t)]\\ < CJ     sup    ||Acp(t) - Aif,(t)\\.
teio.T)

Thus, for  T  small enough,  S is a contraction on  XT     ,     and so has a

unique fixed point (/>(•)  in ^T,e,0   •

To prove the strong differentiability of  </j( • ),   we write

(pit + h) - <p(t)     exp(-iAh)-I        ,    .AS,
-¿-= h-exp(- iAt)cp0

y J        exp (- iA(t - s)) exp (- ihÁ)j(cp(s)) ds

+   V exp(-iA(t - s)) exp(-^)-//(^)}^

Since  <p. £ D(A) the first term converges to -iA exp(-iAt)<p0 as h —• 0  and

since the integrand of the second term is continuous, it converges to  j(cp(t)).

The integrand of the third term converges to  exp(-z'A(z - s))(~iAj(cp(s)))  fot

each s and

||((exp(-¿¿A) - ¡)/b)j(<p(s))\\ < ||A/(0(s))|| < Ce\\Acp0\\+eCe

1   Ct+h
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so the integrand is uniformly bounded.   Thus, by the dominated convergence

theorem, the third term converges as h —> 0 to   L' exp(-iA(t-s))-iAj(cp(s))ds

which by (3) equals -z'A  f* exp (-A(t - s))j(<p(s)) ds.   Therefore  <p(z)  is strong-

ly difierenriable for Z e[0, T)  and satisfies (1).

To prove uniqueness, suppose that  </>(•)  is a continuously differentiable

D(A)-valued solution of (1) on  [0, T).   By the differential equation,  AfpXt)  is

continuous, so 0 £ XT   f j, for some  TQ > 0. Since 0 obeys (Scp)(t) = <p(t)

we have rp(z) = %(t) for 0 < Z < TQ < T.   Let Tl be the  sup of such  TQ and

suppose that T. < Tn. Then <p(T.) = <p(Tj)  and by the same argument as

above, we conclude that tp(t) = <p(t)  for  t in some small interval   T. < Z <

T2 <T which contradicts the maximality of  T,.

The proof for the case  N > 1  is identical except that X_  has norm

N

II0(-)||T=   sup   EMWII
íf[o,r) ;_o

and corresponding changes are made in the definition of  Xj- f <¿  •    D

We make several remarks about Theorem 1.   First, uniqueness holds in a

much stronger sense.   Any locally bounded (in  || • ||)  function  cp(t)  which sat-

isfies the integral equation  cf)(t) = (Scf>)(t)   is automatically continuous.  Thus,

by the uniqueness of the contraction mapping fixed point in the larger space

of functions i/Xz)  which are H-valued,, continuous, and close to  exp(—iAt)<pñ,

we must have  <p(z) = <p(t).

Secondly, the nonlinear semigroup <75_-► <p(t) has the property S(t) :

D(AJ) —> D(AJ) fot each  j < N in analogy with the linear case when  /  equals

zero.  This means that the smoothness of the data with respect to. A  (which

usually is equivalent to smoothness in the space variables) is preserved by

sit).
Finally, notice that we did not need any differentiability assumptions oh

/ to get strong solutions to equation (1).  The strong differentiability followed

automatically from the estimate (H.)  and the fact that  /  occurs under the in--

tegral in equation (2).  To get higher differentiability in  Z we must make dif-

ferentiability assumptions on  /.

Theorem 2.   Suppose that in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1,  /

satisfies the following property:   If <p(t)  is a j times strongly differentiable

D(AN)-valued function so that <p{k)(t) £ D(AN~k) and AN~kcß{k\t)  is contin-

uous for all   k < j,  then   j(cp(t))   is   j   times strongly differentiable,

(d/dtV'j(cp(t)) £D(AN-'~l) and AN-'-1(d/dty'j(cp(t))  is continuous.   If J
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satisfies this property then the solution of Theorem 1 is N times strongly

continuously differentiable and <p^'(t) £ D(A      7) for all j < N.

Proof.   The proof is by induction.  We know that the solution cf>(t) is

strongly continuously differentiable and satisfies equation (1). Further, by (3),

A<p(t) = exp(-z'Az)A0o + j1 exp(-z'A(z - s))A/(cp(s)) ds

so the same argument as in Theorem 1 shows that Acf>(t)  is continuously dif-

ferentiable and

d(-iAcp(t))/dt = (-iA)2<p(t) - iAj(<f>(t)).

By the hypothesis on /, ji<p(t)) is continuously differentiable so since (1)

holds,  <p(t)  is twice continuously differentiable and

0"(Z) = (-zA)20(z) - zA/(0(z)) + dj(cf>(t))/dt.

We now know that 0(z)  is twice strongly differentiable and that

AN-2dj((p(t))/dt

is strongly continuous so we can use the hypothesis on /  again to conclude

that <p(t) is three times strongly differentiable and so forth.    D

In general, global solutions in Z will not exist [3].  However, in some

cases an energy inequality enables one to find a priori bounds on the growth

of  ||0(z)||.   This combined with slightly stronger estimates is sufficient to

guarantee strong global smooth solutions.

Theorem 3.   Let N be fixed and suppose that A  and J  satisfy the hy-

potheses of Theorem 1 except that (H.) for  1 <}<N  is replaced by

(Hp I|a'/(0)||<c(||0||, ■••,||a'-VII)||avii.

That is, the constant does not depend on  ||A7<tj||.   Suppose that on any finite

interval [0, T) where the strong solution (p(t)  of (1) exists, ||<7j(z)||   is bounded.

Then the strong solution exists globally in t and </>(z) £ D(A   ) for all t.

Proof.  Let [0, Tn) be the maximal interval on which a strongly differ-

entiable solution of (1) with values in D(AN) exists.  If TQ < oo then

2 _0 ||A7</>(z)||   must go to infinity as  Z I TQ.  Otherwise, we could continue

the solution across   TQ  by using the fact that the   T in Theorem 1 can be

chosen uniformly for ||A70O||  in bounded sets.  Thus, to conclude global ex-

istence we need only show that 2^=0 ||Ä7<p(z)||   is bounded on any finite inter-

val [0, T) where the solution exists.
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By hypothesis ||ç5(z)||  is bounded on [0, T).   Thus,

Cj-      SUp C(||0(z)||)<<x,,

te[o,T)

so since (p  satisfies  <p(t) — (Scp) (t)  we have

||A0(z)|| < ||A0O|| + f'jAj(cß(s))\\ds<\\Acp0\\ + cJ'jAcp^Wds.

Thus, by iteration,  ||A0(z)|| < ||A0O|| exp(CjZ) so ||A0(z)||   is bounded on

[0, T). Similarly,

||A20(z)|| <||A20o||+C2/^||A20(S)||^

where  C2 = sup^^^j C(||0(z)||v ||A0(z)||).  Since  \\<p(t)\\   and  ||A0(z)||   are

bounded on [0, T),  so C2 < °o,  which implies by iteration that  ||A  cf>it)\\   is

bounded on [0, T).  Continuing in this way we show that  ||A70(z)||   is bounded

on [0, T) for each /' < N.     a

The following theorem follows immediately from the previous three.  In

applications it is used to show that if the data are  C°°   then the solution is
^-•oo

Theorem.   Let A  and J  satisfy the hypotheses (H*. )  and (H. ) for all j.

Suppose that J satisfies the hypothesis in Theorem 2 for all N and that any

strong solution of (1) is a priori bounded on any finite interval.   If cpQ £

0~=i D(A}),   then the solution <p(t)  of (1) is infinitely often strongly differ-

entiable in t and each derivative  t has values in \\°? , D(A!).■;=1

In applications, the estimates (H.) and(H.) are typically proven by Sobo-

lev estimates.  For example, for the Klein-Gordon equation au + m  u = —u

in R3  one only needs the estimate ||a||, < C||\/-A + m u\\   . For details, see

Segal [6], Chadam [l], or Reed and Simon [5].'

We can now explain the relationship of these theorems to Segal's methods

and results.  Segal first proves the existence of solutions of 0(z) = (S<p)(t)

under the condition that /  be Lipschitz.  He then investigates smoothness as

a separate question and proves essentially that if /  has the properties of

Theorems 1 and 2 without the estimates, then the conclusions hold.  For ex-

ample, a typical hypothesis would be / : D(A7) — D(A') but there is no as-

sumed estimate on  ||A7/(0)||   in terms of  ||À*0||, k = 0, 1, • • • , ;'.  Segal's

theorem is very nice since it shows that the general property of being in the

domain of powers of a closed operator is already strong enough to guarantee

the invariance of the domain under the nonlinear semigroup.  However, in prac-
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tice, the only way one can prove facts like  / : D(A') —> D(A})  is by using

estimates like those above.  And, in the presence of these estimates, the

theorems can be proven by the elementary methods we have indicated.
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